Fall 2024 Health Sciences Orientation

Bondurant Scavenger Hunt

WRITE DOWN THE ANSWER TO EACH QUESTION:

1) Where is your Division Suite?
6) Who do you go to for Financial Aid or Scholarship questions?
2) Where is the Student Services Suite?
7) Who is your Student Services Representative?
3) Where is the Bondurant Food Pantry?
8) What Room/Location is the walk-in IT center?
4) Write down one location where you can find a water filling station?
9) Need a locker assignment, who do you go to?
5) Questions about immunizations, who do you go to?

Write down the answer to every location/answer you find. Once all the questions are filled in please go to Bondurant Room 1034 and speak to Kim Capri or a Student Services Specialist to receive your prize.

Please note: The scavenger hunt will be available on August 15th from 9AM-4PM. If you plan to turn it in later then the scheduled time, please email Kim Capri (kimberly_capri@med.unc.edu) to make arrangements.

HINT:

USE THE QR CODE TO HELP FOR SOME OF THE ANSWERS